The full Basic Training theoretical program
Chennai, India, 27th to 30th September
ISUOG brought Basic Training to India for the first time in September
2018, with a four day course at the CUSP 2018 conference in
Chennai which was run with the wonderful support of Mediscan.
4 days, 30 lectures
During this course, the full Basic Training theoretical curriculum was
20 international faculty presented for the first time, with 30 lectures covering the essentials
of obstetrics and gynecology and live demonstrations delivered by
177 onsite delegates
ISUOG experts.

Key figures

303 livestreamers from This course proved to be Basic Training’s biggest ever, with 177
attendees onsite, 283 delegates joining the course from 10
17 countries

international satellites, and 19 individual live streamers participating
from all over the world.

During this course, delegates had the opportunity to take part in ISUOG’s new Basic Training theoretical
program. Everyone who attended the course onsite took a test at the end of each day, and those who
achieved a score of 70% across their 4 assessments received an ISUOG certificate of completion. 58
delegates received certificates of completion, with 21 people attaining an average of over 80% and one
managing over 90%. These incredible achievements are a testament both to the efforts and skill of the
ISUOG teachers and the dedication of everyone who attended the course.
Delegates were overwhelmingly positive about their experience at the course and its impact on their
practice. Delegates gave the course an approval rating of 6.35/7 and 100% said they would recommend
Basic Training to a colleague. One doctor who attended the course said “At the age of 59 years to be
student to the dedicated and great teachers has enabled me to walk with confidence towards scanning
machines and patients”, while a delegate who joined the course via satellite commented “Your knowledge,
understanding and genuine “care” for educating others is illuminated in everything you do! Basic
sonography training was very useful and profitable, and our scientific information was doubled on women's
ultrasonography.”

Faculty and delegates onsite in Chennai

